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Aragon Research Reveals First Globe for Enterprise Content Management

The Enterprise Content Management market is in the midst of a major change as Content
Automation, Content Analytics, and Content Services come online.

PALO ALTO, Calif. (PRWEB) March 06, 2018 -- In an era of Digital Transformation, the challenge isn’t
storing content—it’s the ability to put content to work in Content Enabled Business Applications (CEBA).
Aragon Research Inc. sees major ECM providers in the midst of a shift to provide a complete Content
Platform—the answer to managing more diverse content and providing real-time analytics on what is
happening in a Content-based process. According to the research firm, the shift to platforms is happening in
every industry, in part because of the demand for in-application content access.

The Aragon Research Globe™ for Enterprise Content Management, 2018 evaluates twelve major providers in
the ECM market and will help CEOs and Chief Digital Officers (CDOs)— the digital change agents for their
organizations—help their teams understand the key reasons to embrace modern Content Platforms, including
capabilities such as:

- Documents, Videos, Images in One Repository
- Records Management
- Workflow and Content Automation
- Collaborating Internally or Externally
- Digital Transaction Management
- Intelligent Content Analytics

“The Enterprise Content Management market is evolving to focus on Content in Motion, where Workflow,
Automation, and Content Analytics are center stage,” said Jim Lundy, Lead Analyst for Enterprise Content
Management and CEO at Aragon Research. “As the need to automate and manage all forms of content
intensifies, providers are enhancing their capabilities to manage documents and video, and to find insights via
Content Analytics (with AI), a key capability for enterprises looking to digitally transform.”

The Aragon Research Globe™ for Enterprise Content Management covers the technology providers that allow
an enterprise to not only manage their content, but allow them to meet their Digital Transformation goals.
Aragon clients can learn more in the research report “The Aragon Research Globe for Enterprise Content
Management, 2018.”

About Aragon Research
Aragon Research is the newest technology research and advisory firm. Aragon delivers high impact visual
research, consulting, and advisory services to provide enterprises the insight they need to make better
technology and strategy decisions. Aragon Research serves business and IT leaders and has a proven team of
veteran analysts. For more information, visit https://aragonresearch.com.
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Contact Information
Patricia Lundy
Aragon Research Inc.
http://https://www.aragonresearch.com
+1 408 355-0252

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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